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Activity Notice

Freelance writers wanted

Sarker and his friends in front of Mulan Rose Garden

My diary of
Mulan Rose Garden

By Noor Mohammad Sarker, PhD candidate at School of Political Science and Public Administration, Shandong
University

Located close to
dowtown Wuhan, Mulan Rose
Garden is one of the most
popular scenic areas of the
Huangpi Mulan Culture
Ecological Tourism Area.
Bestowed with natural beauty,
fabulous decoration and
excellent management, it is a
wonderful place for a day out.
The garden is full of
different flowers with a variety
of roses. Besides enjoying the
color and beauty of all the
flowers, an eye-catching lake,
hills, waterfall, gorgeous
sculptures, playground for
children, cable car, water
boats, elegant restaurants,
shops and modern restrooms
within the garden area
provide tourists with great
opportunities for relaxed
entertainment.
We, a team of foreign
students and their families,
have recently visited this
attractive tourist spot. During
our day-long tour, we found
ourselves in the sea of
flowers. It seems that we

were lost in a fairytale world.
The view of the lake with the
background of distant
mountains full of sunshine is
an enviable place for poets
and lovers. The place gives
tourists a taste of relief and
mental refreshment.
Some of us enjoyed a
ride in a cable car and the
water boats. We have also
climbed a mountain in the
area by crossing a large
waterfall. We discovered a
wonderful view of the whole
garden from the top of the
mountain. Some other scenic
areas of this tourism area are
also observable from that peak.
After having delicious
Chinese dishes for lunch in a
restaurant, we got together
for group cultural activities
with some Chinese tourists
there. It was a magnificent
cross-cultural engagement in
such a beautiful place. Surely,
it was one of the memorable
days in my life and I am
looking forward to going
there again.

Rose inside Mulan Rose Garden

Are you living or studying in
Wuhan and interested in writing
articles in English? Do you have the
dream of publishing articles in local
media? Here is the opportunity
provided by Changjiang Weekly.
Changjiang Weekly is looking for
foreign freelancers who intend to
cooperate with us. As long as you
have a great command of writing in
English and are interested in sharing
your articles with more people, you
are invited! For members of the
freelance group, any of your articles,
once accepted by Changjiang
Weekly, will be published both on
paper and on Changjiang Weekly's
official WeChat account for people to
read and share. Changjiang Weekly
will also pay for your article
contributions.
Changjiang Weekly will give
priority to freelancers to participate
in activities to be held by us in the
future. In addition, we will offer
intern opportunities for outstanding
freelance writers. We will also
recognize freelancers' contributions by
giving out certificates and prizes for
top annual freelancers at the end of
the year, as well as writing
recommendation letters for them if
needed.
Are you ready to be one of
them? If the answer is yes, please
send your CV and articles (if you
have had any article published
previously on any media platform) to
our mailbox at changjiangweekly@126.
com. Changjiang Weekly will be
thrilled to hear from you.

Call for contributions
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Changjiang Weekly is looking for
articles written by foreign readers.
You can write about your experiences
with friends, interesting places and
things you've seen in Wuhan, or
whatever is meaningful to you.
Furthermore, the following columns
are also looking for contributions.
1. Photographing Wuhan: Share
your photos of Wuhan.
2. Drawing Wuhan: Share your
sketches of Wuhan.
Please send your photos,
drawings, and articles to
changjiangweekly@126.com. We will
pay RMB 300 for a 700-word article
and RMB 50 for one photo.

